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DETERMINING PRODUCTIVITY INDICES FROM AGE COMPOSITION
OF MIGRANTS CAPTURED FOR BANDING: PROBLEMS AND
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
DA\ m J. T. HussrLL
lhstract. Year. location. da}. moon pha'>e. and weather all influenced the daily proportion of young bird'>
captured 111 nine -,pecies ofpasserines in fall migration at three -.tation'> on Long Point. Ontario. in 1961-1988.
The proportion of young tended to he higher on day-, following nighb \\hen condition'> for nocturnal migration
were good. Annual proportions of young may be inconsi..,tent indices of productivity. unless they are adjusted
for the daily effects of confounding variable . For -.ingle -.pecie .... correlation<., between annual proportions of
young (adju'>ted and raw) and fall/spring population ratios were U'>uall} le}\\ and non-significant. In most '>pecies. the annual proportion of young did not explain '>ignillcant amounts of variation in trend analyses of annual
population indice<.,. e\ertheles'>. adju-.ted proportions of 1oung performed better than raw proportion-, in the'>e
analyses. suggesting that the proportion of young in population<., or migrant-. doe<, contain useful information
about producti\ ity . Ilowever. the assumption that proportiom of young reflect productivity should not be accepted uncritically . More research i-, needed to determine ho'A> hest to use information on age., of fall migrant'>
to elucidate their demography .

Key Words: age proportions, fall migration. Long Point. Ontario. passerine migrant.... productivity indice ....

of weather, moon phase, date. and station on the daily proportion of young birds of nine species captured
by personnel of the Long Point Bird Observatory at
three stations on Long Point during the autumn migration'> of 1961 - 1988. I calculated t\\O annual indices of productivity: ( l) the proportion of young birds
(hatched in the preceding breeding -.eason) captured
over the entire migration at all stations; and (2) an
adju1.,ted proportion of young bird'>, derived from the
regression analysis.
Indices of population si1e f'or spring and fall migrations at Long Point ~t:re <1\...0 aV<.1il<lbk k<lkul<lted by methods similar to those described by Hussell
ct al. 1992). If age proportion'> indicate productivity.
and if the population si1e indices reflect population
change, then the annual ratio of the fall to spring
population index should be positi ely correlated
with the annual proportion of young birds. Thi1., is
the case because a high proportion of young birds in
the fall population 1.,hould usually be associated with
a high fall population relative to that of the pre ious spring. The strength of this correlation should
provide an independent means of evaluating the effectivenes1., of method'> of calculating population and
productivity indices.
If productivity fluctuates from year to year, and if
age proportions reflect productivity, we might expect
deviations of annual fall population si1e indices from
their general trend to be positively correlated with
the proportion of young birds captured in the fall.

The age compos1t1on of migrants captured for
banding is widely assumed to provide information
on the productivity of the preceding breeding season
(e.g .. Ralph et al. 1993). However, it is not clear
~hether a direct relationship exi'>h between productivity and the proportion of young birds captured
in fall migration. The proportion of young captured
over a single migration season at a single station
could be influenced by many confounding factor'>.
including differing vulnerability to capture, differing
timing and speed of migration of age classes, habitat
and coastal effect'> (e.g., Murray 1966; Ralph 1971.
1981; Husscll 1982. 1991; Dunn et al. this rnlu111e b),
and perhap'> by weather. Ver) little research has been
done to determine what effects. if any. these factors
have on the daily and annual proportions of young
captured during migration and consequently upon
annual measures of productivity.
Weather has profound effects on numbers of
birds migrating and on the numbers occurring (and
therefore available for capture) at a station (e.g ..
Richardson J 978). lf the effects of weather differ
among age classes, then even consi1.,tently collected
data on the number of young and adult birds captured
at a single station could be biased by year-to-year
variations in weather. Given these potential biases.
can we derive a consistent annual index of productivity from migrant age data and can we test that 1.,uch
an index does in fact reflect productivity?
I used regres'>ion analy<,is to examine the effects
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Therefore. l tcc.;ted whether the proportion of young
explained additional variability in regression analyses of trend'> in fall population indices.

METHODS
STL[)) LOC..\110 • SPEC!!<;, AGt::-.:G

I examined age proportion'> of nine '>pecies captured
commonly in fall migration at Long Point. Ontario (approximate!; 42 33· • 80010' ): Swain<;on·., Thrush
(Catharus ustulotus). Red-eyed Vireo (I 'ireo olivaceus).
Tenncs<.ee Warbler (I ermi\'Ora peregrina). Magnolia
Warbler (Demlroica magnolia). Yellm\-rumped Warbler
(D. coro17ala). Blackpoll Warbler (D. striata). American
Red..,tart (Setoplwga rntic1/la). White-throated parrov.
(Zonotrichia alhicollis). and White-crowned parro\\ (Z.
le11copl11:n).

Data were recorded at three <,tation'>: Station I at the
eastern tip of Long Point; Station 2. 19 km weq of talion
I, and Station 3. 9 1-..m west of, tation 2. early all the data
from tat ion 2 \\ere collected after 1974 and nearly all from
Station 3 after 1983. Nearl) all bird<., were captured in mi<.,l
nets or fleligoland traps (Woodford and Hussell 1961 ).
but a fe\\ were taken in other t) pes of baited ground traps.
Trapping and nettmg effort (including numbers. types. and
locations of traps and nets) \ aried both from ) ear-to-year
and day-to-day. I excluded bird'> captured or 1-..illed during
nocturnal migration v.-hen they were attracted to the lighthouse at tat1on I.
Red-eyed Vireos and White-crowned Sparrows were
aged as either young (hatched in the cun-ent year) or
adult (hatched earlier) primarily by eye color and plumage differences. respectively. and I analy/ed all daca from
1961 1988. Other -.pecies were aged main!) by the degree
of . . kull pneumatl/at1on (birds with mcompletely pneumatin:d skulls were aged as young) or hy obvious plumage
characteristics (e.g .. adult male American Redl\tarts and
-;ome young Swainson' Thru-;hes). and I used data only
from 1966-1988. because skull exam111at1on wa-. not used
at Long Point prior lo 1966.
For each <,pecie-.. a fall migration period ('"migration
windo ") was c.;elected that was identical to that used
previously for analy'>is of migration count<, (Hussell et al.
1992). Individuals occurring outside the migration window
were excluded from all analyse<,.
Ei::FCCTS 01· WEATllER, MOON, DAY, AND STATIO

AGl

0

PROPORTIO

Daily proportion of young was defined for each species.
based on numbers of newly captured (unbanded) birds for
each day that at least one bird was captured and aged, as:
proportion of young= (number of young hird<,)/(number of
young birds+ number of adult birds).
I used multiple regression to examine effects of various
potential predictor variables on daily proportion of young.
The dependent variable was the arcsine (square root
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(daily proportion of young)). Proportiom of 0 and I were
counted as 1/411 and (11 - 14)/11. respecti\el). where n was
the '>ample ..,i/e (i.e .. the number of young+ adults). before
tranc.;forming to the angular scale ( nedecor and Cochran
1967:327 328). Ct..,cs were weighted by C x 11/N. where
C \\as the total number of ca-,es (i.e .. -.tation-dayl\), 17 \vas
the sample si1e for that case (i.e .. number of young+ number of adults). and :v \\as the -.um of 17 O\er all case-.. Thi-.
weights in proportion to sample -.ize. and mal-..es the sum of
the weight!-> equal to the number of ca-.es. The analy-.i'> was
otherw.i-.e similar to that used for determining indices of
abundance (llussell et al. 1992).
Station-days with capture of aged bird" \aried from
373 in the White-crowned Sparrow to 942 in the Swainson·s
Thrush. Hov.ever. captures and days\\ ith captures were not
uniformly distributed among stations. If the sum of the case
weighh for a <,tat ion was less than 90. it \\as judged that
the coefficients of \ariable'> ..,pecilic to that <,Cation could
not be adequately e'>timated and data from that <.tation were
excluded from the multiple regresc,ion analyses. This criterion excluded Tennessee Warbler. Blackpoll Warbler. and
White-crowned Sparro\\. al Station 3. and White-throated
and White-crowned sparrows at Station 2.
I a-...,umed that productivity effects. if they existed.
\\.Ould he a ... sociated with )Car. and \\Ould occur across all
<.lat1om•. days of the year (hereafter, .. day") and other conditiom•. Therefore I included dummy variable.., for year. as
predictor \ ariables in the regre-.sion model \\ 1thout interaction · w 1th station or any other variable-.. On the other hand.
I assumed that day. weather. and moon effects might be
station-specific. Therefore. I dcsigneJ the regres<>iun model
to accommodate thi'> a-.sumpt1on by including predictor
\ ariables for da). weather. and moon only a-. interact101h
with each station.
Age proportion difference-. between two of the stations
were already 1-..mmn t0 occur in warblers (Dunn and ol
1980) and preliminan analy"c' indicated that age proportions change with day of the year. as expected from
otherre..,earch (e.g. Munay 1966. llall !981: llussell l982.
199 l ). Therefore. I included dummy van ables for stall on
and station-day interaction 'ariables (I st. 2nd, and 3rd order terms in day. D. D'. and D'. respectively. where day D
was the day of the year. <,et to zero on a day near the middle
of each species' migration window) in the regression
model. Inclusion of these predictor \ariables enables the
regression analysis to detect both consi<;tent station effects
and different seasonal pattern-. of change in proportion of
young at each station. if they exist in the data.
Moon pha<;e variables were days from new moon (M.
or "moonday") and the square of moonday (AP). The'>e
variables enable the analysis to detect an unequal pattern of
increase in proportion of young prior to new moon and decrease following full moon, or vice versa. with the po-.sibility of a discontinuity in the proportion of young occurring
at full moon. (The sky i moonless late in the night prior to
full moon and early in the night following full moon. c;o the
effects of moonlight are likely to by a ymmetrical relative
to full moon.)
Weather data were from Erie, Penn. ylvania (about
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50 km c.,outh of Long Point on the <.,outh c.,hore of Lake Erie )
and the \ariables were identical to tho!-.e u<,cd by Hu..,c.,ell
et al. ( 1992). T used eight variables representing cast wind
:-.peed. south-east wind speed, south wind -.peed, south-west
\\ind speed, temperature difference from normal. squ are
root of horiLOntal visibility. cloud cover, and precipitation.
All positive wind speeds inJicated direction the wind was
coming from. and negative values represented the opposite
direction (e.g. a negative ., uth \\ind speed was the speed
of the wind from the north). I reduced the eight weather
variables to six weather fac tors by principal componcntc.,
analysis, followed by \arimax rotation . The six weather
factors retained 86.2% of the variance of the original eight
weather variables. Because the original four wind direction/
speed variables were essentially uncorrelated, they loaded
heavily on four factors (referred to as the E. SE. S, and W
wind factors for the wind directions involved) . Vic.,ibility
and temperature loaded heavily on the fifth factor (called
"Visibilit)fTemperaturc"). Precipitation loaded hem ily
and cloud loaded moderately on the sixth factor (called
"Rain/Cloud").
Predictor variables for weather were formed as interactions bet ween station and the factor scorcc., for the <.ix rotated principal components. enabling the regrcs-,ion model
Lo detect station-specific weather effects. By U'>ing factors
in<,tead of the original weather variables. the number of station-weather interaction \ariablc.., was reduced from 24 to
18 at a cost of losing l 3.8 c:f ol the variance in the original
eight weather variables .
In summary. the multiple rcgrc..,..,ion contained up
to 63 predictor 'anablc<,, consi..,ting of up to 28 du mm)
variable!-. for year. two dummy \ariablcs for -.Lation . nine
-.talion day interaction variable..,, 1,ix ..,talion moon pha<.,e
interaction variable..,. and 18 station \\.Cather factor interaction \ ariablcs.
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log (daily count + 1 ) . The ·'daily count" wa an estimated
total of number of birds of each species occurring in or
passing through a defined count area at each station . The
estimate was based on a consistent procedure involving a
count along a transect route. unstandardi1ed trapping and
netting (as described abo' c). and incidental observations
by all observers and banders present at the station (Hussell
1981. Hus. ell et al. 1992). lndice. were calculated in the
same way a<; de'icribed el'iewhere (Hussell et al. 1992).
except as indicated below. Three different . et of indices
were calculated using the full data set. I had two reasons
for uc.,ing the full data set. instead of data reduced after an
initial regression Lo remove ca es with low predicted values
(Husscll et al. I 992): (I) it enabled me to use exactl) the
same data sets for all three sets of indices, and (2) other
analyses indicated that trends in annual indices calculated
from the full data sets corresponded more closely to trends
in Breeding Bird Survey counts in Ontario than trends
based on indices calculated with reduced data sets (D.
Hus<.,ell and L. Brown. unpublished). The three sets of annual population indices differed in the predictor variables
used in the regression analyses. Dummy variables for year
were included as predictor \ariable'> in all regres<..ion'>, <;O
that adjusted mean for year could be calculated. Index I
was ba<,ed on the full model v.ith station. <,talion- day, station moon phase, and station- weather variables included
as predictor variables (as 1n Hussell ct al. I 992). Index 2
used a reduced model \\ iLh station and -.ration day predictor variables. Index 3 was ba1,cd on a model with dummy
\ariablcs for -.tation as the only predictor variables (in addition to the year dummy \ariablcs) . I expected that index
1 would bc.,t rcllccl population \ite. bt:cause effects of
\ariation in weather and moon phase arc assigned to tho ... e
variables . Index 3 would likely be the least satisfactory
index of population <.,ite.
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1 calculated an annual raw proporuon of young index
as (number of )Oung bird..,)/(numbcr of young birds +
number of adult bird1.,) , \\here numbers were the sums of
newly captured birds accumulated from all of the -.tatiom.
over each -.pccies· autumn migration v.indow . In addllion. I
calculated an adju-.ted annual proportion of young indc'\ lor
each of the nine specie.., from the rc<,ult'> of the multiple regrcs-.ionc., dc-.cribcd abme . The adjusted annual proportion
of young index \\as the back-transformed adjusted mean
for each year. It is an estimate of what the young proportion
would have been in a given year, if the \aluc'> of the rcgrc..,sion \ariablc ... reprc.,enting weather. date:-.. and location., of
capture had been the ame in all )ear'>, and \\ere equal to
the average values of those variables recorded in the data .
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Spring and fall population indices for each species
counted in migration al Long Point in 1961 - 1988 were calculated as bad..-transformcd adju-.ted means for year. from
a regression analysis in which the dependent variable \\a.,
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The spring population cons1<.,t<., of only adult birds.
\\.hile the fall population ha ... both young and adult birds .
If \\C as-.umc that the mortaliL) rate of adult bird., bel\\Cen
-.pring and fall migration.., does not' ary important!) among
year. . then the population ratio = (fall population site
index)/(spring population '>ite index) <..h<iuld var in parallel "ith fall proportion of young. Therefore. I calculated
annual population ratios (population ratio I. population
ratio 2 and population ratio 3) based on each of the three
population indicc'> (index 1. index 2. and index 3 for spring
and fall) for each of the nine <,pecics. and correlated them
with annual rav. and adjusted proportion of young. If adjustments of proportion of young and population indices
were effective. we would expect the highe:-.L po-.iti\e correlation to be between adju'-.ted proportion of young and the
population ratio for population indc'\ 1.
Rates of change in spring and fall migration indices of
42 species in the period 1967- 1987 were po-.itively correlated. as expected if '>pring and fall indices represent the
same -,ource population (I lussell ct al. 1992). Fall indices.
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however. generally showed greater variability around the
trend than did spring indices (D. Hussell. unpubl. analyses).
This may reflect variability in proportion of young in fall
populations. If '>O. proportion of young may explain additional variability in the trend analysis and allow more
preci'>e estimation of trends.
I tested for the effect<, of age proportion on trend in
fall population index I of each species with the following
model:
Ln/ = a + b YI + cLnf/ + e
(Eq. l)
where I 'A-as index I in yearj. ~ wa-. year j. //1 was either
rav. or adju-.ted proportion of young. and e \\:a. an error
term. and a. h. and c \\ere coefficient<; estimated b} the
regression analysi<;.
In addition. I tested the effect of age proportion on
combined c;pnng and fall trend in each specie. \\ ith the
follov.ing model:
Ln/11 =a+

h}

+ cS,LnH + dS1 + e 11

(Eq. 2)

where 1,1 'A-as index I in year i and o.,eason k (spnng or fall).
Y was ycarj. S1 wa a dummy n1riablc for sea-.on (S = 0 for
-.pnng. 1 = l lor fall).// \\lL proportion of young in year
j. SL nf/1 \HI'> an interaction term (formed by multiplying S,
by LnH ). e,1 \\H'> an error term, anu a. h. c. and cl were coefficients esumated by the regression analy o.,is. Th rs model
assumeu a common trend h for '>pnng and fall indice-. anu
te-.tcd \\hether fall proportion of young inuex // had a sig1
nificant audit1onal influence on the fall indices.
In both mouels, c \\a'i expectcu to he posllt\C (i.e .. the
greater the proportion of) oung tmus. the higher the annual
fall population). In both anal1se..,. cases w1.:rc \\cighted by
( · x 11 I \' \\here C \\a.., the tot,11 numhcr of ca<,e-.. 11 \\as
I
thL' number of '>talion-da).., of ob..,en at1on-, 111 1carj uscJ in
c,1lculating index I. and \ \\<l'i the -,um of 11 for all ca-.es.
I tested for second and third order effects in 1car (\\1th
preu1ctor \a11ablcs }~~ and >, ) and. in the second model.
for '>ea-.on trend interacuons (Sil. sir,' and S1> , ) using a
TAB LE I St
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stepwise procedure. Because this involved many tests and
the number of variables was large relative to the number
of cases. these effects were considered important enough
to be included in the model only if they were significant at
the 0.0 I level.
I used a sign test on the probabilities (P) as<.,ociated with
c in equations I and 2 to determine whether the adju-.teu
proportion of young inuices were more effective than raw
proportion of young indices as predictors of fall population
indices. Because low P values with positive estimates of c
indicate good prediction and low P values with negative
estimates of c indicate poor prediction. I scored P values
a<isociated with negative estimates of c as 2 - P for use in
the sign test.
In all tests in this section, I useu population ratios based
on at least 25 station-day-; of observations in both spring anu
fall. Population ratios were excluued if either the spring or
the fall index (or both) did not meet the criterion. Adjusted
and nm proportion of young inuices were used only if captures of aged indi\iduals occurred on <1t least seven Jays
and at least 50 individuals were aged in that year.

RESULTS
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amples of aged birds ranged from l ,328 in the
Red-eyed Vireo to 5,414 in the Yellow-rumped
Warhler (Table I). Overall proportion of young varied
from 0.549 in the White-crowned parrow to 0.916 111
the Yello~-rumped Warbler. xcept for the Blackpoll
Warbler. \\arblers had proportion.., of young near0.90.
a.., reported previously (Dunn am.I Nol 1980).
Predictor variables in multiple regres<.,ion analy..,c.., accounted tor a <.,1g111 ficant proportion of the
variation in tran<.,formed proportion of young in all
species. with R' varyrng from 0 290 in the White-
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1 \RIO

Numher of hr\l caplun:'
l.,lw~iC\

. wainson's Thruo.,h
ReJ-eyed Vireo
Tennessee Warbler
Magnolia Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
BlacJ..:poll Warbler
American Redstart
Vv h1te-throated Sparrov.
Wl11te-crowned Spamrn

Adult

Y11ung

Pmponion
of young•

umher of
\tatwn-day'b

R''

937
172
191
405
453
1.061

1.24'i
1.156
2.006
3.225
4.96!
2.173
1,340
2.133
1.260

0.776
0.870
0.913
0.888
0.916
0.672
0.893
0.761
0.549

942
571
530
811
683
561
604
583
372

0.300
0.391
O.'iOI
0.515
0.393
0.491
0.289
0.290
0.484

160

669
1.037

l'ropuruon of )llung for the en11re "1mplc: - (numhc:r ul )nung)/(numhc:r of )Ollng + numhc:r ot adult\).
'umhcr of 'tallon-da)' f.>1 \\h1c:h agc:d hmb were: a'ailablc during the 'pec1e' 'pc:c1hc 1111g1a11nn "indo\\>, nHr <111 )Car' u".:d 1n the analy,es
( 1961 l<JXX for Rc:d~C:)C:d \ ireo and \\h1tc: -c nmned Spamm . 1966 l'>XX for all othc.:1 'pc:c:1c\I
R lor the rnulupk rc:grc:"tnu of arc,1nc: 1'4uarc: rool lprnpon1011 1>f young)). nn )Car 'lallon. 'ta11on day , \lat1un rnuonda). and 'talion \\C:ather
prcdtdm ',1riablc:'
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throated Sparrow to 0.515 in the Magnolia Warbler
(Table l ). A high R~ may reflect high year-to-year
variability in the proportion of young (variance assigned to the year dummy variables), important effects of other variables, or both.
Interpretation of the effects of independent
variables in multiple regressions presents some difficulties, both because some variables are correlated
with each other and because effects of individual
variables do not occur in isolation from those of
other variables (especially where there are higher order terms in the same variable). Nevertheless major
effect can be discerned. To summarise the effect
of variables (other than dummy variables for station
and year), I tabulated the number of times (called
"ca. es" below) that a variable had a significant or
near significant (P::::; 0.1) positive or negative effect
on the proportion of young of a species at a station.
In addition, I a sessed the importance of po itive and
negative effects of each variable by summing scores
(ordered in accordance with significance level) for
each positive and negative effect (Table 2).

Station
The tation dummy variables for tations 2 and
3 always had significant or near significant (P ::::;
0.10) positive effects on the proportion of young.
or nine of the 13 dummy variables (in the regressions for nine species) the effect was significant at
P::::; 0.01. This indicates a strong tendency for there
TABLE 2.

to be a higher proportion of 1oung birds at Stations
2 and 3 than at Station I, as previously reported for
warblers at Station 2 vs. 1 (Dunn and Nol 1980). In
addition to warblers. the effect was also strong in
Swainson's Thrush (P < 0.01 for both stations) and
White-throated Sparrow (P < 0.01 for Station 3), but
relatively weak in Red-eyed ireo (0.05 < P::::; 0.10
at both sites).

Day
Day of the year (D) had significant effects (P ::::;
0.0 I) on proportion of young in 17 of 22 station-species cases (Table 2), including one or more stations
in all species. The direction of ignificant effects was
always consi . tent among. tation. within . pecies, but
was not consistent among specie . In most species
the effect was negative, indicating that proportion
of young tended to decline a. the ea. on progressed.
but Red-eyed Vireo and Yellow-rumped Warbler
showed . trong and Swainson's Thrush and Whitecrowned Sparrow showed weak tendencies in the
opposite direction. These effects indicate that the
timing of peak migration differs among age classe .
The second order term in day (D 1 ) had significant
effects in 13 of 22 cases (Table 2), but the direction
of the effect varied. Negative effects predominated.
Because day zero was set near the middle of the species' migration window, a negative second-order ffect indicates a tendency for the proportion of young
to be higher at the middle of the season than at the
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Significant and near-..,igntficant effect.., (P

~

0. 10)

o. of specie.., stations with
llcore total of
sig111fica111 effects
strength of cflects
Predictor variable

Negative

Pos111ve

Day
Day 2

7
4

10

26

Day ~

JO
3
5

0
4
I

15
10
25
5
12

2

12

6

3

4
14

3

2

3
5

7
7
7

Moonday
Moonday 2
Yi . ibility/Temperature
Rain/Cloud
EWind
SE Wind
S Wind
SW Wind

5

9

2
I

3

0

4
3
3

0

h

egative

Pos1t1ve

23
0

8
2

umber of spec1es-stat1on comhina1ions (out ol 21) that sho1.1. positive or negatl\e significant
effect' of the 111d1catcd variable.
• Score total indicates the strength of positl\e and negat1Ye effects of variables . Score total= sum
of scores as<,1gned to each <,pec1es -'>tat1011 comh111at1on according to the <.ign1ficance level of lhe
effect of the variable . core'> were a<, follows . score = I 1f 0.05 < P ~ 0 I 0. score = 11f 0.0 I < P ~
0.05. <,core= 3 if P '> 0 0 I. Maximum po,s1ble score Iota I 1s 66.
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beginning and cmL although this may be modified or
rever'ied (at one end or the season) by the direction
and magnitude of the fir-,t- and third-order effects.
S\\ain-,o·s Thrush showed a 'itrong tendency for the
mid--,ea'ion proportion of young to be high (P < 0.0 I
at all three statiom). Tennessee Warbler at Station 2,
and White-throated and White-crowned 'iparrows at
Station I, showed strong (P < 0.0 I) tendencies in the
oppo-,ite direction: proportion or )OUng tended lo be
lowest in the middle or the season. The"ie re-;ulh may
indicate that adult Swainson's Thrushes have a long
migration period relative to young birds. whereas
the opposite i!-> true for Tennessee Warblers. Whitethroated and White-crowned <.;parrows.
When pre"ient, the effects of' the third order term
in da) (D' ) were consi'itently positive (Table 2). This
indicates that the proportion of young tended to be
relati\ely low near the start of the season and high
near the end of the season. However. these effect!->
u!->ually occurred in combination with negative firstorder effects, indicating that proportion or young
started at a high plateau. declined during the course
of the 'ieason, then le\ el led off again near the end or
the migration. Such a pattern v.ould be expected if
there was a 1.,ubstantial a\erage difference . but much
overlap, in the timing of migration or the two age
cla'ise!->. Specie" showing thi'i pattern -,1rongl) at
all station<.; \\Cle Tcnne1.,scc Warbler and Magnolia
Warbler.

were Swainson 's Thrush, Blackpoll Warbler, Whitecrowned parro'Ai (all P < 0.0 I), and American
Redstart (P < 0.05). Red-eyed Vireo showed a tendency to have a higher proportion of )Oung near full
moon at Station 2 (P < 0. 10) and a lo'Aier proportion
of young near full moon at Station 3 (P < 0.05).
Weather
Only 23~ (31/132) of weather-station interaction!-> had "iignilicant (P ::::; 0.10) effect<.; on the proportion of) oung. evertheless some patterns could
be detected. High horitontal visibility and warm
temperature<.; usually had positive effects on the proportion of young (Table 2). In the Red-eyed Vireo,
however, the effect was strongly positi\e at Station
l but strong!) negative at Station 3 (P < 0.0 I in both
cases). Rain and cloud tended to have negative effects on the proportion of young (Table 2). The
!->ingle exception was Swainson's Thrush at Station
3. \\here the effect was positive (P < 0.0 I).
Effects of wind \ariables were more erratic.
Ea!->terly and westerly winds had little effect. Winds
with a southerly component tended to hme a negative effect on the proportion or young. -.coring 21
negati\e po111ts versus eight positi\e points (Table
2).
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First order effects or the number of da)"i from
nc'Ai moon (\I) occurred in se\ en of 22 case!-> and the
results were 1.,omev.hat equivocal (Table 2) . egati\e
effects in four 'ipecies all occurred at Station 2. 111dicating a tendency tor the proportion of young to be
lower in the days before full moon. when the <.;(..y is
moonless late in the night. than in the days following full moon. when the moon 1s above the horizon
late in the night. In one of those species (Blackpoll
Warbkr) a strong opposite effect (P < 0.0 I) occurred
at ~talion I.
The important result with respect to moon phase
was the strong tendenc) for second-order effects to
be positive (Table 2). In four of five cases. these effects occurreu at Station I. where the presence of a
lighthouse may magnify the effect (Dunn and Nol
1980). Thi!-> re!->ult indicates that the proportion of
young tend<.; to be lov.er near new moon than near
full moon. when both the si1e of the illuminated
lunar disk and the number of nocturnal hours that it
is above the hori70n are near their maximum value-..
Specie<.; showing this pattern strongly at Station I

Annual raw and adjusted proportions of )Oung
for each <.;pecies are <.;ho'Ain in Figure I (left side).
Jn -,omc spc~ic-. (e.g. ... wainson·., Thrnsh Yellc)\\ rumpcd Warbler) differences betv.. een r;rn and
adju-.tcd proportion<.; were <.;mall; in others (e.g ..
Tcnncs<.;ee \Narhler. Magnolia Warbler). there were
large discrepancies in 'iOmc years between adju<.;tcd
and raw proportions of young. Proportions of young
. howed s11b-.tantial )Car to year fluctuations. There
were no \cry ob\ ious trends. although the proportion or young in White-throated 'parrow"i was generally higher from 1975 to 1988 than betv. een 1966
and 1972, and there \\as a tendency for Tennessee
Warbler proportions of young to decline between
1975 and 1987.
Fall/spring population ratios also fluctuated (Fig.
I. right side). Again there were few obviou!-> trends.
Red-eyed Vireo population ratios tended to decline
from 1966 to 1988. Population ratios of Tennessee,
Magnolia, and Yellow-rumped warblers were high in
the 1975-1980 period, corresponding with a spruce
budworm (Chori.\toneura fi1111[/era11a) outbreak that
peaked in Ontario in 1980 (Hussell et al. 1992).
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FIGURE 1. Proportion of young (Y proportion, left panels) and falhpring ratio5-. for population index I (right panels) for
nine species. Left panels: circles = adjusted proportion of young, diamonds = ra"W proportion of young; open and closed
symbols indicate proportions based on 50- 99 and 100+ aged birds, respectively; lines join annual adjusted proportion of
young; broken lines span year<., with missing data. Right panels: closed circles indicate population ratios derived from
indices both of which were based on 50+ station-day'> of observations ; open circles indicate ratios calculated from indices
at least one of which was based on <50 (25-49) station-day ; lines join annual ratios; broken lines span years with missing data. Species Codes: SWTJl = Swainson's Thru~h, REVJ =Red-eyed Vireo. T WA= Tennesf-.ee Warbler, MA WA=
Magnolia Warbler, YRWA =Yellow-rumped Warbler, BLPW = Blackpoll Warbler. AMRE =American Redstart, WTSP
=White-throated parrow, WCSP =White-crowned Span-ow.
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PRODUCTIVITY I DIC S OF M1GRANTS-Hussel/
For individual species, the only significant correlations between proportions of young and population
ratios were those between raw proportion of young
and all three population ratios in the White-crowned
Sparrow (rs = 0.536 for population ratio L r5 = 0.573
for population ratio 2, rs= 0.664 for population ratio
3~ N = 11, P ::;; 0.05). Jr proportions of young and
population ratios are positively related, however,
then the mean correlation coefficient for the nine
species should be positive. Mean correlation coefficient between adjusted proportion of young and
population ratio I was 0.16 L which was significantly greater than zero (Table 3 ). Means of correlations
betv. een all other combinations of methods of determining proportion of young and population ratio
were non -significant and close to zero. Ranges and
standard deviations of the correlation coefficients
were lowest when population ratio l was used.
The eftect of adjusted proportion of young in
the trend analyses was positive (in accordance \\ ith
expectation) in six of nine species for both the fall
trend alone and for the combined spring and fall
trend (Table -l-). Sig111ticant or near-significant effects occurred in three and four species for the fal I
and spring/fall analyses, respect1'vely (Table .f ). R:rn
proportions of young had positive effects in four of
nine species in the fall and three of nine species in
the spring/fall anal) scs. with none of the effects
significant or near significant. A sign test on the
prohabilitics as.,ociated with the effect of proportion
of young '>h<med that adJU'>tcd proportion of )Ollllg
inde \\a'> a marginally non-significantly heller predictor of rail population inc.lice ... than raw proportion
of ynun!! inde in the fall trend anah c'> (SC\ en po itivc , t\\ n negative difference , one-tailed P = 0.0()0).
In the -.pring/fall trend analyses, adjusted proportion
or young was a significantly helter predictor of the
fall population index than the raw proportion of
young (eight positi e, one negati\C differences, onetailcd P = 0 020).
TABLE 3

DISCUSSION
Daily propor ion of young wa influenced by
1ear, station, <lat~ . moon phase, and weather (Table
2) . As far as I an aware, this is the first demonstration of effects of weather on the proportion of young
captured during fall migration . Although there was
considerable var ation among species and stations.
it appears that trere was a general tendency for the
proportion of y ung to be higher when conditions
were good for m gration than when they were poor.
The proportion o · young tended to be higher near full
moon than near 1e"" moon, higher when horizontal
visibility was g od than when it was poor. higher
when there was no rain than when it was raining.
and higher when there \ ere tail-wind (northerly
component) than when there were head-winds. This
indicates that a g·eatcr proportion of adult birds land
on Long Point when conditions for migration are
poor than when the) arc good. This, perhaps, reflects
the relati've inexperience of young birds. \\hi ch are
less lil-.ely to O\ rAy Long Point when condit10n-.
are good.
These effects \'ere detectable despite the fact that
capture methods ~t Long Point were not standardized
and varied from Ja) to day and year to year. We do
not 1-.nO\\ to wha extent consistent use of the 'lame
methods \\Ould hne imprO\cd the precision of the
pro<lucti\ity estimates. II the proportion of young
captured is influenced hy types and sit111g of' traps and
nets. then it is 111-.el) that the etfects of ern iron mental
variables. such a. st,ltion , moon phase and we,1ther,
would h:ne been detected even more readily had the
data collecllon been mort' standard11ed .
The propl rtion of young birds varied among the
three Long Point . . rations. with more young recorded
at tations 2 and 3 than at Station I. Therefore my
annual raw proportion of )<rnng. index (based on
numbers of adult\ and )Oung accumulated over
all three stations t'> certain to he biased by annual

SP! \R\,1.\ . CORRfl ·\ TIO !\/ COfli'l(ll ·V[S (R) lll · r\\l ·l 'I PROPORllO"\ O J· )(Jl N(i
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Population ratio model
Proportion of) oung
Ra\\

mean
min. max

SD
Adjustetl

mean
min, max

SD

Full

Station + ..,tallon-da )

Site onl)

0.072
-0.056. 0.434
(0. 16-+)
0. 161 "'
-0.212, 0.467
(0.202)

0.012
-0.302. 0.462
(0.222)
0.070
-0 .212, 0.420
(0.242)

0.020
-0.496. 0.53 l
(0._96)
0.065
-0.441, 0.420
(0.314)

* denote ' P :S 0 .115 fo r one ta1lctl t te't fo r 11 0 : me an r, - 0 .
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variations in th proportion of the total captures at
each station. This problem exists only if there are
significant differences in the proportions of young
birds captured among different stations used to calculate a combined raw proportion of ) oung index.
If thi-, is so. then the combined proportion of) oung
index should be standardized such that each station is
represented in the same proportion in the total index
each year.
Overall. the results presented here imply that we
should not assume that raw annual age proportions
are reliable and consistent indices of producti ity
(see also Dunn et al. this l'O!ume b). It may be neces. ary to make adjustments for the confounding effects
of station. day. moon phac.;e, and weather. This conclusion was supported to a limited extent by my tests
of consistency of proportion of young indices and
population indices.
The annual proportion of young indices that were
adjusted for the confounding effects of station, day.
moon phase, and weather sometimes differed <,ubstantially from ra\\ proportion of young (Fig. I). The
only significant correlation between proportion of
young and population ratio was the one that matched
adjusted proportion of young with population ratio
I, which was also fully adjusted for effects of day,
moon, and weather (Table 3). Adjusted proportion of
young was also more effective than raw proportion
of young in accounting for variability in trend analyses (Table 4). All of these results suggest that adjusted proportions of )Oung perform better a" indice'>
of productivity than do raw proportions of young.
My attempts to validate proportion. of young as
productivit indices were disappointing. however, in
T BL
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that most of the single-species correlations between
proportion of young and population ratios were
lo\\ and non-significant (Table 3) and. in most species, the effects of proportion of young in the trend
analyses were also not significant (Table 4). M)
analy..,is is con1.,i1.,tent \\ith the vie\\ that both age
proportions and population ratios contain information about productivity, but one or both of these
measures lack precision. Given small sample siLes
of aged birds in some years (particularly adults),
and variability in migratory populations, it is likely
that both age proportions and population ratios lack
preci ion. Nevertheless, m) results indicated that
adjusted proportions of young performed better than
raw proportions of young. Moreover, fully adjusted
population indices outperformed other population
indices, as is expected because the adjustments are
designed to reduce variability that is not attributable
to population size.
Inclusion of proportion of young as a predictor
variable in trend analyses may enhance precision
of estimates of trends in fall populations of some
migrants. In several species proportion of young was
not significant and it had little effect on the estimate
of trend. In other 1.,pecies proportion of young was
significant and its inclusion resulted in a relatively
large reduction in residual varianc , which would
allo\\ earlier detection of a trend. if it exists. For example, e plained variation <R') in fall abundance indices increased by 18.6% in the Tennessee Warbler
and 25.4% in the Magnolia Warbler when proportion
or young was 1ncluded as a predictor variable.
These results indicate that either proportions of
young or population ratio'> or both may be useful for
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Direction aml ,jgnilicancc or effect of proportion or jOUng

ample
Spcucs

Swainson's Thrush
Red-eyed Vireo "
Tenne<,see Warbler
Magnolia Warbler
Yellow-rumped Warbler
Blad.poll Warbler
American Redstart
White-throated Sparrov.
White-crov.ned Sparrow

Spnng

Fall

22

18
12
13
16
18

22
22
22

22
22
22
22
25

=P $

0. 1 in onc -iailed te't

Fall

~prrng/lall

+
+*
+( * )
+*

+
+* *
+* *
+**

+
+

+

proportion

of )OLll1g

Fall

Spnng/fall

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

17

12
18
13

f:xcepl a' indicated 111 footnnle c. trend' \\ere l111ear a' 1n e4uat1on' I and::! . that

' ( ) = P <; 0.10. = P <; (l.05,

R~m

<ljustc<l prnport1on
Of)Ollng

SI/CS

b

is.

+*

there \\ere no higher order m 'ea,nn 1111cr.1ction 1er111'

nr S1gn1hcancc of coefficient,

in equation (I l tor fall anti equation (2) for 'pnng and tall (sec
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Spring and fall linear trend' of Red -c)Cd \ 1reo differed 'igniflcantl) (P < Cl.Cl I) . rtwrcfore a 'ea,on 1ntcrac11on tcr111 '""included 111 the 'pnng/fall rcgre"1on
111odel

PRODUCT IVITY I DICES OF MIGRA TS-l l11ssell
detecting productivity changes in songbird populations. bu t appropriate adjustments may be necessary
to account for effects of confounding variables .
Small sample sizes and sampling error<., are likely to
result in imprecise annual estimates, but long-term
trends in productivit) <.,hould be detectable .
It v.as notable that in the nine common species
selected for analysis here . annual samples of aged
birds were often fewer than the 50 that I judged
was the minimum acceptable for inclusion in the
analyses. Most banding stations probably do not
capture large enough sample., of more than a fe-w
species to be useful for e...rimating age proportions.
unless the data are combined with those from other
<.,tations (v. ith appropriate adjustments for station effects). Possibl). much larger sample than this will
be needed to obtain precise indices of productivity.
Alternatively or additiona lly. inland station. where
higher proportions of adult birds are captured than
at Long Point may gi\e more precise estimate<., and
may be les. affected by confounding variables.
Validation of producti\ it) indices for small landbird migrants i. a difficult problem because reliable
benchmark measures of productivity are generall1
not available . More re..,earch is needed to determine
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the reliability of indices and required sample siLes
and to examine the effec ts of confou ndi ng variab les
at different <,tations (in land versus coastal). We need
more information on whether different capture method.;; have an important influence on the proportion of
1oung birds captured. Alternative methods of anal1sis should also be explored.
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